
 
 
As an OpenZFS Dev Summit sponsor, you are providing critical support to our annual event, 
without which it would not be able to continue. Your generous contributions help us with venue, 
logistical, food, and beverage expenses, and other miscellaneous goods and services, such as 
the beer bash, shirts, and prizes. 
 
Multiples of each package are available. 
 
Please note that if you are willing to provide more or less support than specified by our 
packages, we would be happy to customize a sponsorship package for you. 
 
If you are interested in supporting the event through non-monetary means, such as by 
webcasting and video recording the event, creating the badges, providing hackathon prizes, or 
designing the t-shirts, we would be happy to match the sponsorship packages to the effort. 
 

 
Beer 
Bash 

Platinum Gold Silver Bronze 

Amount $3,000 $3,000 $1,500 $1,000 $500 

An opportunity to be known as an 
OpenZFS supporter in a very talented 
and influential community 

X X X X X 

Logo on the back of OpenZFS Dev 
Summit t-shirts (see deadline) 

X X    

A dedicated table at venue for 
promotional purposes to display 
sponsor branded swag and any 
provided table dressings (see deadline) 

X X    

Space to put up the sponsoring 
company’s pop-up banner for display at 
venue (see deadline) 

X X    

Home page acknowledgement with 
corporate name, logo, and link on open-
zfs.org 

X X    



 
Beer 
Bash 

Platinum Gold Silver Bronze 

Top of event page acknowledgement 
with corporate name, logo, and link on 
open-zfs.org 

X X    

Announcement email acknowledgement 
with corporate name, logo, and link (see 
deadline) 

X X X   

Ability to provide a number of sponsor 
branded swag types for promotional 
purposes (see deadline) 

Unlimited Unlimited 2 1  

Free conference registrations ($50 per 
person) 

5 5 3 2 1 

Extra t-shirts in chosen sizes sent to the 
sponsor (see deadline) 

5 5 3 2 1 

Inclusion of company logo on a sponsor 
“thank you” banner for display at venue 
(see deadline) 

X X X X X 

Event page acknowledgement with 
corporate name, logo, and link on open-
zfs.org 

X X X X X 

Permission to use OpenZFS Dev 
Summit logo on sponsor website 

X X X X X 

Mentioned as a “thank you” during the 
opening and closing of the event 

X X X X X 

 
For inclusion in the announcement email, sponsorship of the appropriate level and logo must be 
confirmed by May 22, 2015. 
 
For inclusion on the OpenZFS Dev Summit 2015 conference t-shirt, sponsorship of the 
appropriate level and logo must be confirmed by September 11, 2015.  
 
For extra t-shirts in chosen sizes for the sponsor, sponsorship, sizes, and quantities must be 
confirmed by September 11, 2015. 
 
For inclusion on signage, sponsorship and logo must be confirmed by September 11, 2015.  
 
Contact admin@open-zfs.org for more information. All physical materials such as swag and 
signs should be delivered to the following address by October 9, 2015.  
 
Delphix 
Attn: Anastasiya Dubrovina 
275 Middlefield Road, Suite 210 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 


